The HIV infection epidemiological situation in Russia is characterized by the predominance of a unique genetic variant of subtype A1 HIV-1 named AFSU. This variant has significant differences from other subtype A1 HIV variants in the genes coding for structural proteins Gag, Pol, and Env, but no analysis of the non-structural genes was carried out. These genes may have a significant influence on the rate of viral replication and transmission, playing major role in the pathogenesis of HIV virus and interaction with the human immune system. The aim of this work was to find out if the differences in *vif*, *vpr*, *vpu*, *tat*, *rev*, and nef *genes* of AFSU variant from other subtype A1 variants exist. NGS methodology was used for the analysis of the viruses in blood plasma samples obtained from HIV-infected patients in different regions of Russia, previously identified as AFSU. We received forty-seven complete genome sequences using the MiSeq (Illumina, USA); additionally fifty-four complete genome sequences of subtype A1 HIV-1 were extracted from Genbank. All sequences were divided into fragments corresponding to vif, vpr, vpu, tat, rev, and nef genes. All sequences were subjected to phylogenetic analysis using MEGA 6.0 program. Phylogenetic analysis of vif, vpr, vpu, tat, and rev genes has shown that all AFSU samples formed a sub-cluster inside the subtype A1 cluster formed by other A1 nucleotide sequences. The *nef* gene sequences did not form any clusters irrespectively of the mode of phylogeny estimation. The results of the phylogenetic analysis showed that AFSU HIV-1 non-structural genes *vif*, *vpr*, *vpu*, *tat*, and *rev* have differences from other subtype A1 HIV-1 variants. The *nef* gene sequences did not show any phylogenetic differences. The information will be used as a background for further investigations of the epidemiological and biological characteristics of the HIV1 viruses prevailing in Russia.
